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InstaLay 'Peel & Stick' - ideal for use below Luxury
Vinyl Tiles
During a recent installation, InstaLay, the Peel
& Stick rubber crumb acoustic underlay,
proved itself to be perfect for LVTs with a click
joint system. It provided various benefits in
terms of speed of installation and associated
costs.

The sub-floor was in a poor condition and would normally have required a
screed before installation, adding to the cost and delaying the job while
the screed dried overnight. However, with no sub-floor preparation, the
InstaLay 30lg (3mm low grab) adhesive system was loose laid rather
than being bonded to the sub-floor before the ‘Adore’ LVT click system
was laid normally.
As each luxury vinyl tile was clicked into position, the release film was
peeled back to reveal InstaLay’s adhesive membrane which secured the
planks in place. At the same time InstaLay overcame the sub- floor
imperfections, none of which ‘grinned’ through to the finished floor
surface.
The self-adhesive InstaLay system offers numerous benefits over
traditional underlays, particularly when used beneath vinyl planks:
Unique Peel & Stick construction that considerably reduces
installation times and costs
Significantly reduces sub-floor preparation times as screeds or
smoothing compounds are often not required
The InstaLay does not need to be bonded to the sub-floor
The adhesive membrane enhances (supports and strengthens)
the click joint
Provides a cushioned layer, giving underfoot comfort and antifatigue characteristics
Provides excellent acoustic performance (particularly impact
noise reduction through the system)
Minimises the risk of sub-floor imperfections ‘grinning’ through the
vinyl surface
Extremely fitter friendly, enabling LVT’s to be repositioned, if
necessary
Quick, clean and easy to work with – no messy adhesives in
contact with the floor covering
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Durable, long lasting, hygienic and will not collapse over time.
Can be used with underfloor heating systems
Guaranteed for 10 years

For more details call +44 (0)118 973 9560
or visit www.instafloor.co.uk

Insta House, Ivanhoe Road, Hogwood Business Park, Finchampstead, Wokingham,
Berkshire, RG40 4PZ, UK
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